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Mocking Bird 
32 count, 4 wall, beginner level 

Choreographer: Stardust Glitter Feb 2004 
Choreographed to: Mocking Bird by Carly Simon & 

James Taylor 

 
Start on vocals "Everybody....." 
 
Section 1: Scuff RF with heel twists, cross rock LF with ¼ turn left and left shuffle forward. 
1-2 Scuff forward RF. Step RF down with heel twisted to left. 
3-4 Twist R heel right and left. 
5-6 Cross rock LF over right and recover onto RF. 
7-8 Make ¼ turn left and shuffle left right left. (9.00 o’clock) 
 
Section 2: Forward RF with L toe touch, 3 diagonally hops with toe touches, rock right and cross, rock left 
and cross making ¼ turn right.  
1&  Step RF forward and touch L toe behind R heel (snap fingers) 
2&  Hop onto LF diagonally behind left and touch R toe next to L instep (snap fingers). 
3& Hop onto RF diagonally behind right and touch L toe next to R instep (snap fingers). 
4& Hop onto LF diagonally behind and touch R toe to left instep. (Snap fingers) 
5&6 Rock onto RF, recover onto LF and step RF over LF making 1/8 turn right. 
7&8 Rock onto LF, recover onto RF and step LF over RF making 1/8 tun right (12 o’clock).  
 
Section 3: Forward walks R-L-R, pivot ½ turn left and step RF forward, scuff-hitch and step L-R  
1-2 Walk forward RF, walk forward LF. 
3&4 Step forward RF, pivot ½ turn left and step RF forward. (6 o’clock) 
5-6 Scuff LF, hitch and step forward onto LF. 
7-8 Scuff RF, hitch and step forward onto RF.  
 
Section 4: Pivot ½ turn right, ½ and ¼ turn right stepping out-out, body roll and hip bumps. 
1-2   Step LF forward and pivot ½ turn right. (12 o’clock) 
3-4 Make ½ turn right stepping LF behind and make another ¼ turn right stepping RF to right slightly apart.  
 (9 o’clock) 
5-6 Roll your left shoulders back and right shoulders back.  
7-8 Two hip bumps with weight on LF. 
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